
Warranty Terms Zassenhaus Manufacturer Warranty  

1. General  
Company Zassenhaus International GmbH assumes towards consumers in certain pro-  

ucts in addition to the legal guarantee that the consumer compared to its supply  

buyer is entitled, a manufacturer's warranty. This is without prejudice to mandatory statutory 

liability  

regulations, such as under the Product Liability Act. The manufacturer's warranty - set the re- the  

legal rights of the consumer does not replace or limit - is in addition to the  

Consumers towards the statutory material defect claims, Seller is entitled.  

"Consumer" within the meaning of this warranty is any natural person, the owner of the  

Product is and has not acquired it to add it to resell or GE it as part of their  

to use commercial or independent professional activities with third parties. "Launch customer" is 

the  

Consumer who has purchased the first product.  

2. Warranty Protection  
The warranty only applies to products, where on the corresponding product packaging  

a guarantee by company Zassenhaus is printed. The warranty applies only to  

Material or workmanship, and only to the extent, as displayed on the product packaging  

give is (complete product or product components). Decisive here is the state of  

Science and technology the time of manufacture. The product must be the mistake of the  

Has caused damage already exhibited at this time. Claims for compensation  

Consequential damages or from product liability only exist according to the mandatory statutory  

regulations  

The warranty is valid only for the duration of the on owning the relevant product packaging  

ckung specified time. The period begins on the date of purchase of the first customers 

(consumers). The  

Warranty period is not extended by the granting of benefits under this warranty  

's warranty, in particular not in repair and replacement. The warranty period starts in this  

Cases also not new to running.  

 
3. Written error display  
The rights under this warranty, the consumer with a written error indication from the  

to name, address of the claimant and the nature of the complaint can be found, in-  

within the warranty period with respect to the dealer from whom the primary customer GE 

product  

has bought, assert. The condition is that the consumer error in the specialist dealer  

ler indicates within two months, after he has recognized him or should have realized.  

It is up to the consumer through proof of purchase of the first customer to prove that the  

Warranty has not expired.  

4. Services under the warranty  
The manufacturer is free to set the product repaired, submit an exchange  

take or the consumer to send a replacement part.  

The cost of materials and time are taken over by the manufacturer.  

He chooses for a replacement, the manufacturer is entitled to  

to provide a comparable product available when the same product is no longer  

will be produced.  



5. Exclusions  
The warranty does not extend to:  

-  

Consumables such. As batteries  

-  

Operating errors, damage due to aggressive environmental influences, chemicals, cleaning agents  

medium, intense sunshine  

-  

Damage caused by the defective product  

-  

2. Option Products  

The validity of the guarantee ends at:  

-  

Failure to comply with any technical manuals, use and care  

-  

Product Damage caused by the seller or a third party  

-  

Damage attributable to normal wear or intentional and negligent damage  

are lead  

-  

improper commissioning  

-  

Lack of or improper maintenance and care  

-  

Products that have not been used for their intended purpose in accordance or  

 
6. Non-applicability of the guarantee  
The review of the product is first made by the dealer, who is with the  

Manufacturer to clarify whether a material or manufacturing error, into communication. After  

the express written consent of the buyer and the prior consent of the manufacturer  

can the dealer to send a product for review by the manufacturer. If a be  

Product defect under this warranty proves not covered are those in shipping and transportation  

the product costs by the consumer have to bear themselves. In addition, the consumer  

cher the costs, including any labor costs to bear that in examining the  

Product arise.  

7. Statutory rights  
Consumers are subject in addition to the rights of the manufacturer's guarantee legal rights  

to. These are not affected by the manufacturer's warranty. Let the warranty  

also not affect the rights which the first customer to the seller from whom the primary customer  

has purchased the product.  

Zassenhaus manufacturer warranty, warranty conditions, as of May 2014  
Manufacturers’ warranties may not apply in all cases, depending on factors such as use of the product, 

where the product was purchased, or who you purchased the product from. Please review the warranty 

carefully, and contact the manufacturer if you have any questions. 


